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PURCHASING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FEATURES

Ability to request a quotation with all the information needed in addition to the shipment, payment, and 
packaging information.

Ability to easily search and import materials from your sales orders to your purchase quotation.

Streamline the quotation with the material category and product’s specifications: width, color, weight, discount, 
net price…

Monitoring invoices and tracking the receipt of ordered goods.

Providing critical information for the Annual Purchase Forecast to improve your future purchasing decision.

Segmenting Geographical Areas: suppliers in a specific area are grouped under the responsibility of one or 
group of employees. Segmentation can be done by suppliers/ clients, material category and product category. 
This configuration is reflected to the XRM (module Relationship Management).

Reporting transactions can be done according to the filters narrowing your searched report and making it more 
specific (date, country, materials…).

Tracking Orders and Invoices: to track each invoice from which order it is generated.

The ability to view the number of orders that have been generated from a specific quotation.

Comparing Transactions: viewing details of materials, source of purchase, quantity purchased, ordered and 
invoiced.

The ability to filter invoices by type, payment methods, supplier, warehouse…

Capacity of Tracking 
Materials’ Movement: 
most and least purchased 
material.

Comparing the Purchased 
Materials’ Prices: highest 
and lowest price by 
supplier.

Evaluating the 
performance of the 
procurement executives.

The Module can be linked 
to Accounting, XRM and 
Manufacturing Modules in 
Atmit Enterprise.

OVERVIEW

ATMIT Purchase Management module is a powerful 
tool to track and create your purchases from the 
quotation to the invoice. It enables you to manage 
your suppliers’ information, controls your products’ 
reception process and check suppliers’ invoices.

This module carries out complex purchasing 
procedures and allows you to easily request services.

GENERAL FEATURES

Web Based

Multi-Language: 
 Arabic, English & 

 Others

Multi-Company  & 
Branches

More secure 
 connection using 

 SSL protocol

Multi-Currency

User Friendly


